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With increasing population, growing energy demands, and environmental concerns 
the search for greener energy resources has intensified in recent decades.  For example, in the 
ongoing effort to harness solar energy, researchers have worked to identify and optimize the 
efficiency of semiconductors beyond traditional silicon photovoltaic materials.   
In the development of new materials, synthetic chemists and materials scientists often 
look to computational chemistry to guide and understand experiments. In the case of 
semiconductors for solar energy conversion, this includes calculations of electronic band 
structure and band gap.  The most precise computational approaches, such as density 
functional theory (DFT) are both time consuming and demanding of computer resources.  
Less computationally demanding methods, such as the semi-empirical extended Hückel (eH) 
method, are generally seen as less quantitatively predictive.  In this work, we show that the 
eH electronic band structures of three prototypical semiconductors -- CdSe, SrTiO3, and TiO2 
-- can be brought into close quantitative agreement with DFT when the eH elemental 
parameters are systematically calibrated.  We show that it is possible to simultaneously 
calibrate parameters for two compounds, suggesting that our approach can in the future be 
used to quickly and transferably screen and predict the electronic properties of a wide range 
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1.01 Energy consumption and alternatives 
Due to population growth and our increased desire for and dependency on electrcity 
and transportation, most regions are experiencing an increased demand for energy. With 
growing environmental concerns as well as an understanding of finite resources, the recently 
released report by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) which predicts a 48% 
increase in global energy consumption by the year 2040, is alarming. [1]  An important part 
of the solution to the global energy conundrum is a deeper exploration into alternative, 
greener, fuel and energy sources. The EIA predicts a growth of 13.0% in renewable energy 
use by 2017. However, renewable sources still only account for about 10% of our total 
energy consumption. [1,2] While there are several alternative energy sources such as 
hydroelectric, wind, biofuels and solar, solar energy offers the enticing advantages of 
abundance and its ability to harness energy without depleting or interfering with the source.   
As appealing as solar energy is, there are still issues with the efficiency and longevity 
of energy conversion technologies, both of which have made steady gains since their 
inception.  Currently, the most common Si-based photovoltaic (PV) devices can have an 
efficiency as high as 21.25% (depending on the manufacturer). [2]  Because of the cost of 
manufacturing and installation and the relatively low cost of traditional nonrenewable 
technologies, current solar cells (depending on the size needed and average energy 
consumed) can take between nine to ten years before the solar power has paid for itself (if tax 
incentives are offered). [3]   
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In traditional silicon solar cells, the Si wafers need to be approximately 125 μm thick 
to achieve good light absorbance. [4]  Because the wafers themselves are fragile, it is 
necessary to encase them for protection.  The process of protecting the internal workings of 
the standard PV cell and the amount of Si needed for each cell, yields higher costs in 
manufacturing and decreased installation options. [5]    The development of alternative 
organic and inorganic materials for applications in PV cells is needed to decrease the cost of 
manufacturing and improve functionality.  Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) may not 
currently match the efficiency of their Si counterparts but with both the ongoing 
improvement in efficiency (from just above 12% in 2013 to its current 20% today [6]) and 
the ability to layer these PV materials in glass [7], the possibilities of harvesting light energy 
from beyond rooftop panels has intensified research interest.  For this growth to continue, it 
is essential that progress continues to be made in the discovery and development of novel 




1.02.1 Band gaps and applications in solar energy conversion 
Technologies that harness solar energy typically rely on semiconductors. 
Semiconductors are solids whose band gaps lie just above zero and less than four eV, small 
enough for an electron to traverse when excited by portions of the solar spectrum but large 
enough to exhibit behavior distinct from metals.  A band gap is the difference in energy 
between the highest filled orbital (valence band maximum) and the lowest unoccupied orbital 
(conduction band minimum) in the electronic ground state.  In other words, the band gap 
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itself is the amount of energy required for an electron to be excited from the valence band to 
the conduction band.  These crystalline bands are analogous to the highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) in a molecular 
compound.  An example of this can be seen in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1: An illustration of the contrast in electronic structure between Si atoms (left) and 
crystalline Si (right).  Atomic orbitals lie at discrete energies, while electronic bands in solids 
lie at a continuum of energies, with filled and unfilled bands separated by a band gap. 
 
When a semiconductor absorbs a solar photon, an electron is excited from the valence 
band to the conduction band. The excited electron-hole pair can be converted directly to 
electricity in the case of photovoltaics, or can be used to drive an energetically uphill 
chemical reaction (e.g., water splitting) in the case of photoelectrocatalysts. For either 
application, it is important that the band gap be small enough to absorb a large percentage 
solar photons, but large enough to convert each photon to a significant amount of usable 
energy.   
For the remainder of this thesis, band energies and band gaps are reported in electron-
volts (eV).  Recall, wavelength and energy are related via: 





where E is photon energy, h is Planck’s constant, and c is the speed of light.  As both 
Equation 1 and Figure 2 show, there is an inverse relationship between energy and 
wavelength.  For reference, Shockley and Queisser’s reasoning places the optimal band gap 
of a photovoltaic material at 1.34 eV. [8]  
 
Figure 2:  The visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum in terms of wavelength (nm) 
and energy (eV). 
 
1.02.2 Band structures 
Because crystalline solids can be thought of as infinitely large molecules, their crystal 
orbitals occupy a continuum of energy levels, unlike the discrete levels of molecular orbitals. 
The electronic structure of crystals is typically represented by band structures, an example of 




Figure 3: Electronic band structure of TiO2, computed using density functional theory. 
Because several band structures will be presented and compared later in this thesis, it 
is worth briefly describing what they show. The vertical axis shows orbital energy, as in a 
molecular orbital diagram. The horizontal axis shows a path in reciprocal space (or k-space), 
a concept for which there is no analog in molecular orbital diagrams. In short, a k-point 
describes the phase factor that relates a crystal orbital from one crystalline unit cell to the 
next.  
1.03 Computational chemistry 
In recent decades, a variety of computational methods have been developed to predict 
and explain features of the electronic structure of molecules and solids. Among these 
methods, there is generally a tradeoff between quality of a calculation (i.e., its precision 
and/or ability to make general predictions) and its computational expense (i.e., the computing 
time and resources to carry out the calculation). The state of the art in calculations of the 
electronic structure of crystalline solids is density functional theory (DFT). [9] Though more 
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efficient than competing ab initio techniques of similar accuracy, DFT calculations are 
typically limited to a few hundred atoms even on very powerful computers. [10] This makes 
it difficult to screen and predict features of the sorts of complex crystal structures and 
nanostructures that are often of interest to experimentalists for solar energy conversion. In 
contrast to density functional and ab initio methods, which aim to compute electronic 
structure with no experimental inputs, so-called semi-empirical methods are parameterized 
by experimental information.  While these methods, which include the extended Hückel (eH) 
method, can often compute the electronic structure of several hundred atoms in a matter of 
seconds on a desktop computer, they are not generally trusted to be as quantitatively precise 
as DFT for all compounds. [11]  Both DFT and eH, the two methods on which this work 
focuses, will be described in greater detail in the Methods chapter.  
1.04 Thesis Goals 
It is our goal to develop an approach that combines the computational efficiency of 
the extended Hückel method with the precision of DFT. This involves writing a computer 
program to calibrate the elemental input parameters of an extended Hückel calculation to 
match the electronic band structure of a DFT calculation. We will benchmark our approach 
using several prototypical semiconductors of interest in solar energy conversion (CdSe, 
SrTiO3, and TiO2). Then, with an eye toward building a robust parameter set that can be 
applied to a wide range of compounds, we will modify our program to find single sets of 
parameters that can simultaneously optimize the band structures of multiple compounds. In 
the long term, we envision our approach can be used to efficiently and accurately screen the 
electronic properties of complex crystals and nanostructures, identifying promising 
candidates for applications such as solar energy conversion. 
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1.05 Previous work 
With advances in computer hardware and the emergence of more numerically precise 
density functional and ab initio approaches, fewer research groups have focused their 
attention on the relatively simplistic eH method in recent years. However, some have 
recognized that the ability of the eH method to efficiently compute the electronic structure of 
complex chemical systems places it in a uniquely powerful position, if only its numerical 
precision can be improved. 
 In 2000, Cerdá and Soria showed that eH parameters for a variety of elements and 
simple compounds can be calibrated to match electronic band structures generated using a 
Slater-Koster tight-binding approach. [12] Though their work suggests that the eH 
parameters of an element can to some extent be transferred from one calculation to another, 
their use of different Hii (atomic orbital energies) for each instance of an element in a 
different crystal structure lacks the generality we seek. Subsequent work by one of the same 
authors continued to calibrate eH calculations to efficiently study transport in carbon 
nanotubes [13] and magnetic heterostructures. [14] 
 In 2012, Stacey and Fredrickson demonstrated that the eH parameters of intermetallic 
compounds can be calibrated to match the band structures and projected densities of states of 
DFT calculations. [15] The focus of that work and subsequent work by the same group [16-
18] was mainly on gaining intuitive chemical understanding of the electronic structure of 
these compounds, rather than on generating quantitatively transferable eH parameter sets. 
 We aim to build upon this previous work, toward the development and use of eH 
elemental input parameters that can be used to transferably study the electronic properties of 
broad classes of materials. As discussed earlier, one particularly powerful use of this 
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approach would be the efficient screening of semiconductor band gaps for solar energy 
conversion applications. Compared to previous work, one innovation we plan to implement is 
the simultaneous calibration of multiple compounds that share elements (e.g., SrTiO3 and 
TiO2), to determine the quantitative precision with which a single set of parameters can 
capture the electronic structure of multiple compounds. Perhaps the most novel aspect of this 
work is our intent, after benchmarking their accuracy and transferability, to use our 








2.01 Density functional theory calculations 
“The general theory of quantum mechanics is now almost complete, the imperfections that 
still remain being in connection with the exact fitting in of the theory with relativity ideas.  
These give rise to difficulties only when high-speed particles are involved, and are therefore 
of no importance in the consideration of atomic and molecular structure and ordinary 
chemical reactions, in which it is indeed, usually sufficiently accurate if one neglects 
relativity variation of mass with velocity and assumes Coulomb forces between the various 
electrons and atomic nuclei.  The underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical 
theory of a large part of physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known and 
the difficulty is only that the exact application of these laws leads to equations much too 
complicated to be soluble.  It therefore becomes desirable that approximate practical 
methods of applying quantum mechanics should be developed, which can lead to an 
explanation of the main features of complex atomic systems without too much computation.” 
[16] 
- Paul Adrien Maurice Dirac, 1929 
 
After the advent of quantum mechanics, Paul Dirac made the observation that 
quantum mechanics was too complicated to be salient. [16] Walter Kohn published two 
papers in an attempt to simplify the many body computational issues, one in 1964 with Pierre 
Hohenberg [17] and the other with Lu Sham in 1965 [18]. These two papers laid the ground 
work for what is now referred to as the density functional theory for which he was awarded 
the Nobel prize in 1998. DFT has become the state of the art in modern quantum calculations 
of solids.  Its power lies in the fact that DFT efficiently solves the Schrödinger equation 
using the total electron density rather than the many-electron wavefunction, and includes 
electron exchange and correlation as a correction term. 
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Our DFT calculations are performed using VASP (the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation 
Package). [19]  Geometry optimizations are performed using the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof 
(PBE) exchange correlation functional [20] with PAW potentials within the generalized 
gradient approximation (GGA). [21] All calculations, geometry and electronic, use a plane-
wave cutoff of 500 eV.  Ti 3s23p64s23d2 , O 2s22p4, Sr 4s24p65s2, Cd 5s2 4d10 and Se 4s24p4 
electrons are taken to be valence. A Γ centered 6x6x4 k-point mesh is used for CdSe; 4x4x6 
k-point mesh for TiO2; and 4x4x4 k-point mesh for SrTiO3.  The hybrid functional-HSE06 
(Heyd, Scuseria and Ernzerhof [22]) is used to generate electronic band structures that more 
accurately match experiment. 
2.02 Extended Hückel calculations 
The Schrödinger equation, commonly represented in the form 𝐻𝐻�Ψ = 𝐸𝐸Ψ, can only be 
solved exactly for one-electron systems. As a result, ab initio and semi-empirical 
computational methods rely on a variety of approximations that make the Schrödinger 
equation solvable. Because our work focuses on the calibration of elemental input parameters 
within the semi-empirical extended Hückel method, we will describe in this section the 
formalism, approximations, and empirical parameters that constitute this method. 
In 1931 Erich Hückel derived an approach to approximating the character and 
energies of molecular orbitals and applied it to a conjugated hydrocarbon, benzene. [23]   
While some of Hückel’s approximations may appear extreme, they often result in 
qualitatively reasonable sets of orbitals and energies.    
Hückel’s approach uses a simplified basis set consisting of a subset of a molecule's 
valence orbitals. In the case of benzene, only the carbon 2p orbitals involved in pi-bonding 
are included in the basis set. In our illustration of this method for a H2 molecule, the basis set 
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consists of a 1s orbital on each atom.  To begin, molecular orbitals are taken to be linear 
combinations of atomic orbitals (LCAO).   
Equation 2    𝛹𝛹 = 𝑐𝑐1𝜓𝜓1 + 𝑐𝑐2𝜓𝜓2 
In this way the Schrödinger Equation can now be written as: 
Equation 3   𝐻𝐻�( 𝑐𝑐1𝜓𝜓1 + 𝑐𝑐2𝜓𝜓2) = 𝐸𝐸(𝑐𝑐1𝜓𝜓1 + 𝑐𝑐2𝜓𝜓2 ) 
Front multiplying Equation 3 by ψ1 and ψ2  and integrating gives us the secular equations: 
Equation 4  𝑐𝑐1 ∫𝜓𝜓1𝐻𝐻�𝜓𝜓1 + 𝑐𝑐2 ∫𝜓𝜓1𝐻𝐻�𝜓𝜓2 = 𝑐𝑐1𝐸𝐸 ∫𝜓𝜓12 + 𝑐𝑐2𝐸𝐸 ∫𝜓𝜓1𝜓𝜓2 
Equation 5  𝑐𝑐1 ∫𝜓𝜓2𝐻𝐻�𝜓𝜓1 + 𝑐𝑐2 ∫𝜓𝜓2𝐻𝐻�𝜓𝜓2 = 𝑐𝑐1𝐸𝐸 ∫𝜓𝜓2𝜓𝜓1 + 𝑐𝑐2𝐸𝐸 ∫𝜓𝜓22 
These equations can be expressed in the following matrix form:  
Equation 6    𝜢𝜢𝑐𝑐 = 𝐸𝐸𝑺𝑺𝑐𝑐 
where H and S are both matrices.  H consists of the Coulomb and resonance integrals 
(∫ψiH�ψj), and S contains the normalization and overlap integrals (∫ψiψj).  In Hückel's 
approach, the following approximations are made: 
Equation 7   ∫ψiψj=1     for i=j  
Equation 8   ∫ψiψj= 0       for i≠j 
Equation 9   ∫ψiH�ψi = α 
Equation 10   ∫𝜓𝜓𝑖𝑖𝐻𝐻�𝜓𝜓𝑗𝑗 = 𝛽𝛽 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛 , 0 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒 
Basis orbitals are assumed to be normalized (Equation 7), and overlap between them is 
neglected (Equation 8). Coulomb integrals, a proxy for atomic orbital energies, are defined as 
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alpha (Equation 9). Interactions between basis orbitals are captured by resonance integrals 
(Equation 10), defined as beta for nearest neighbors and zero otherwise.  Using Hückel's 
approach, the π systems of small molecules can be solved by hand with reasonable 
qualitative results. However, this approach is not equipped to handle general molecules and 
solids, which include atoms of more than one element and orbitals of various symmetries. 
In 1963, Roald Hoffman generalized Hückel 's method to allow it to treat general 
molecules and solids. [24] Hoffmann's approach, called the extended Hückel method, differs 
from the original Hückel method in several ways. The overlap integrals, symbolically 
represented Sij, are computed by numerical integration. The Coulomb integrals, represented 
Hii, are taken to be the experimental ionization potentials of each type of valence orbital in 
each element. The resonance integrals, represented Hij, are assigned using the Wolfsberg-
Helmholtz approximation:  
Equation 11    𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 =
1
2
𝐾𝐾(𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝐻𝐻𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗)𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 
where K is a constant.  Hoffmann's original paper and most subsequent applications of the eH 
method use the value K = 1.75.  
Our extended Hückel calculations are performed using the YAeHMOP code [25], 
which uses Slater-type orbitals (STOs) of the following form: 
Equation 12   𝛹𝛹𝑠𝑠,𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛.𝑙𝑙.𝑚𝑚(𝑓𝑓,𝜃𝜃,∅) = 𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛−1𝑒𝑒−𝜁𝜁𝜁𝜁𝛾𝛾𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑚(𝜃𝜃,∅) 
 
 Equation 13   𝛹𝛹𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛.𝑙𝑙.𝑚𝑚(𝑓𝑓,𝜃𝜃,∅) = 𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛−1�𝑐𝑐1𝑒𝑒−𝜁𝜁1𝜁𝜁 + 𝑐𝑐2𝑒𝑒−𝜁𝜁2𝜁𝜁�𝛾𝛾𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑚(𝜃𝜃,∅) 
As shown, s and p orbitals are represented using a single ζ function, while d orbitals 
use a double ζ function. In total, extended Hückel calculations require the user or program to 
determine several input parameters. The s orbitals and the p orbitals of each element require 
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values for ζ and Hii. The d orbitals of each element require values of ζ1, ζ2, Hii, and c2/c1. 
Optionally, one can also treat K as an adjustable parameter. 
Qualitatively, the values of ζ dictate how diffuse or contracted the basis orbitals are, 
while the values of Hii dictate the relative energies of the atomic valence orbitals. Codes such 
as YAeHMOP include default input parameters. However, these parameters are typically 
calibrated based on elemental structures, and are woefully inconsistent in their ability to 
capture the features of atoms in different chemical environments. 
2.03 Parameter calibration programs 
Our computer programs (described in the next chapter and the Appendix) are written 
in Python3 . They require the packages matplotlib, scipy, and numpy.  It is important to note 
that Python3 and its dependencies are not backward-compatible with Python1 or Python2.  
Should a run error occur, we suggest confirming the correct Python and dependency 
installations. 
2.04 Optimization algorithms 
In searching for parameter sets that optimize the match between extended Hückel and 
DFT, our code performs nonlinear optimizations. As mathematicians have studied in depth, 
no single algorithm is universally most successful or most efficient.  
Starting from YAeHMOP's default atomic parameters, we apply a steepest-descent 
optimization of the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between eH and DFT band energies 
(described further in the next chapter) using a numerical approximation of either first or 
second order derivatives.  We found this algorithm provided the best balance between 
accuracy and efficiency given the number of variables which needed to be optimized.  
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3 Parameter calibration programs 
 
3.01 Overview 
As our program range from 2200 to 3300 lines of code, the code described in this 
chapter has taken a great deal of time and effort to write and refine. Abbreviated code for 
single compound optimization is shown in the Appendix. The purpose of this chapter is to 
provide an overview to the reader who would like to understand the functionality of the code, 
without needing to read every line of it. Broadly speaking, the single-compound version of 
the code operates in several steps: 1) Read output files of a DFT calculation, 2) Run eH 
calculation for an initial set of parameters, 3) Calculate a metric (a RMSD) of the similarity 
between DFT and eH band structures, 4) Update eH input parameters and go back to Step 2. 
The multi-compound version operates in the same way, except where the RMSD is an 
average over all compounds. The remaining sections of this chapter highlight the key points 
of each of these steps. 
3.02 Reading VASP files 
The first task our code must accomplish is to read information from the output files of 
a VASP DFT calculation, and translate that information to the input file of a YAeHMOP eH 
calculation. The unit cell and atomic coordinates of a VASP calculation are given in a file 
called CONTCAR (example shown in Figure 4), and the grid of k-points is specified in a file 
called IBZKPT (example shown in Figure 6). Each time our code sets up a YAeHMOP 
calculation, it reads these two VASP files and converts the information in them to the format 
of a YAeHMOP input file (example shown in Figure 5). 
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While much of a YAeHMOP input file closely resembles the VASP output files (lists 
of atomic coordinates and k-points, etc.), a few differences are worth noting. First, unit cell 
parameters in YAeHMOP are given in terms of their lengths and angles, rather than their 
Cartesian coordinates. This requires our program to perform the appropriate geometric 
transformations. Second, the YAeHMOP input file contains a section with the atomic 
parameters that our code will optimize. Third, the YAeHMOP input file includes a line ("6 6 
6" in the example) that specifies the number of neighboring unit cells in which overlap 
integrals are calculated. 
  
Cubic SrTiO3                             
   1.00000000000000      
     3.8606608502091704    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    3.8606608502091704    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000    3.8606608502091704 
   Sr   Ti   O  
     1     1     3 
Direct 
  0.0000000000000000  0.0000000000000000  0.0000000000000000 
  0.5000000000000000  0.5000000000000000  0.5000000000000000 
  0.5000000000000000  0.5000000000000000  0.0000000000000000 
  0.0000000000000000  0.5000000000000000  0.5000000000000000 
  0.5000000000000000  0.0000000000000000  0.5000000000000000 
  
  0.00000000E+00  0.00000000E+00  0.00000000E+00 
  0.00000000E+00  0.00000000E+00  0.00000000E+00 
  0.00000000E+00  0.00000000E+00  0.00000000E+00 
  0.00000000E+00  0.00000000E+00  0.00000000E+00 
  0.00000000E+00  0.00000000E+00  0.00000000E+00 
 





Automatically generated mesh 
Geometry Crystallographic 
8 
1 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 * 0.5 0.5 0.5 
3 * 0.5 0.5 0.0 
4 O 0.0 0.5 0.5 
5 O 0.5 0.0 0.5 
6 & 1.5 0.0 0.5 
7 & 0.5 1.0 0.5 
8 & 0.5 0.0 1.5 
 
Parameters 
Sr 38 2 5 0.654707 -24.660953 5 0.733384 -20.588728  
Ti 22 4 4 1.144211 -24.62248 4 5.145289 -16.730953 3 3.222781 -19.581781 -1.659502 
2.965704 1.801284  










3.86066085021 3.86066085021 3.86066085021  
90.0 90.0 90.0 
Figure 5:  Sample eH (YAeHMOP) input file for the electronic band structure of SrTiO3 . 
Automatically generated mesh 
      206 
Reciprocal lattice 
    0.00000000000000    0.00000000000000    0.00000000000000             1 
    0.25000000000000    0.00000000000000    0.00000000000000             4 
    0.50000000000000    0.00000000000000    0.00000000000000             2 
    0.25000000000000    0.25000000000000    0.00000000000000             4 
    0.50000000000000    0.25000000000000    0.00000000000000             4 
    0.50000000000000    0.50000000000000    0.00000000000000             1 
    0.00000000000000    0.00000000000000    0.16666666666667             2 
    0.25000000000000    0.00000000000000    0.16666666666667             8 
    0.50000000000000    0.00000000000000    0.16666666666667             4 
    ⁞                                  ⁞                                  ⁞                                           ⁞ 
    0.50000000000000    0.50000000000000    0.50000000000000             1 
Figure 6:  Sample IBZKPT file for the electronic band structure of (TiO2) using 





3.03 Initializing our parameter calibration program  
In order to start running our parameter calibration program, OptYAeH, several inputs 
must be determined. These inputs can either be specified in a user-generated input file, or by 
answering a series of on-screen questions. A sample input file takes the following form: 
number_of_atoms=3 
the_constant=1.89507 
yae_list=[['Sr', 38, 2, 5, 1.536763, -8.960339, 5, 1.548555, -2.483619, 4, 4.527195, -9.569505, 
2.281889, 1.310032, 2.634804], ['Ti', 22, 4, 4, 1.446114, -14.72096, 4, 1.024227, -8.385308, 
3, 1.807894, -21.772183, 1.441982, 2.714347, 3.315363], ['O', 8, 6, 2, 3.30187, -45.165852, 






The last block of text in the input file specifies which DFT and eH electronic bands 
(numbered from lowest to highest energy) are to be compared. In general, the goal is to 
compare analogous bands in both the valence and conduction bands, surrounding the band 
gap. The file above, for SrTiO3, specifies the nine highest-energy filled bands and the three 
lowest-energy unfilled bands (nominally O 2p and Ti 3d). In cases such as the file above, the 
numbers of the analogous VASP and YAeHMOP bands may differ. This is because the two 
programs consider different sets of atomic orbitals to be valence. In this example, VASP 
includes additional orbitals in the valence band which are not included in the eH calculation.  





3.04 Calculating a RMSD 
Each time our code runs a YAeHMOP calculation for a given set of atomic 
parameters, it reads lists of band energies at each k-point in the VASP and YAeHMOP 
output files, to determine the quality of the match between the DFT and eH calculations. To 
make this comparison, the metric we choose is the root mean square deviation (RMSD) 
between the energies of all bands at all k-points. Because zero energy is defined differently 
and somewhat arbitrarily in each type of calculation, we shift the energies of all calibrated 
bands so that their average energy is zero, as shown in Equations 14 and 15: 
Equation 14   𝑋𝑋�𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑜𝑜𝜁𝜁 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =
∑(𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑 𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝜁𝜁𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸∗𝑊𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜−𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡)
(∑(𝑊𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜−𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡))∗𝐷𝐷𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙 # 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠
 
Equation 15   𝑋𝑋𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑜𝑜𝜁𝜁 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐵𝐵 𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝐸𝐸 − 𝑋𝑋� 
We then compute the RMSD for that particular YAeHMOP calculation according to: 
Equation 16   RMSD = � ∑(XDFT BE−XeH BE)
2∗𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜−𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝜁𝜁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑛𝑛𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠∗𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜−𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠
 
 
3.05 Optimizing the extended Hückel input parameters 
Using our capability to compute the RMSD between VASP and YAeHMOP 
calculations, we are now in a position to optimize our eH atomic parameters. We implement 
this parameter optimization in a function called changing_parms. There are currently 
two versions of this function: one that uses a steepest descent algorithm (i.e., minimizes the 
RMSD based on its first derivatives as parameters change), and a second that uses both first 
and second derivatives. In both cases, RMSDs are computed for an elemental parameter set 
of interest, and also for parameter sets that differ by a small amount (by default, 0.01) in each 
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parameter. Then, using the optimization algorithm of choice, the program takes a step to new 
parameters, in a direction that improves the RMSD. 
We begin with the default parameters included with the YAeHMOP package as an 
intial guess.  As the program takes steps to optimize the eH elemental input parameters, the 
parameters and RMSDs are recorded in a file called tracking_the_changes. A sample 
section of this file is shown in Figure 7. 
 
 [['Sr', 38, 2, 5, 1.408415, -8.692396, 5, 1.6695, -2.640385, 4, 4.390526, -
9.647659, 2.563283, 1.349927, 2.214609], ['Ti', 22, 4, 4, 1.661883, -8.422837, 4, 
1.928096, -2.547491, 3, 3.225999, -14.591801, -0.982158, 2.845815, 1.133094], ['O', 
8, 6, 2, 3.065028, -32.62647, 2, 1.987297, -19.475705]] 
 
rmsd  0.04433652388317598 
new rmsd  0.04433341129442911 
average eht  -18.72497813117284 
avg vasp  2.471483641975309 
Figure 7:  Sample output for tracking_the_changes. 
  
A complete list of parameters is provided, along with the old and new RMSDs and 
the average band energies for both levels of theory.  The average energies are meant to 
provide a barometer for the user as to whether or not the results are as expected.  The 
comparison of the RMSDs allows for confirmation of a decreasing value and an indication of 
the magnitude of that decrease.  In the case shown in Figure 8, the very small change in 
RMSD suggests that the parameter optimization is nearing completion.  
3.06 Plotting band structures 
As an add-on, the user has the choice of plotting crystal orbital energy diagrams at 
intermediate steps.  This can be done using one of two functions in the code, 
graph_nice_bands (to plot a band structure that follows a chosen path through k-space) 
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or graph_vasp (to plot the bands for k-points on a uniform grid). A sample result of 
graph_vasp, from an SrTiO3 optimization, can be seen in Figure 8. Both graphing 
functions do require matplotlib installation. 
 
Figure 8:  Sample band diagram for SrTiO3 generated by graph_vasp. 
 
3.07 Dual optimization 
The ultimate goal of our project is to develop sets of parameters that can be applied to 
broad classes of compounds.  For this reason, we have developed code which optimizes sets 
of eH elemental parameters of two different compounds simultaneously.  As the vast 
majority of the code is identical to that of single compound optimization, we will highlight 
only the differences. 
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For dual optimization, two complete sets of VASP output files must be saved in the 
format of IBZKPT_1, OUTCAR_1, CONTCAR_1, IBZKPT_2, OUTCAR_2, and 
CONTCAR_2.  The compound with fewer elements must be saved with the “_1” extension. 
Band choices follow this same pattern, where in this particular selection of 
compounds yae_low_1 would refer to the first band for TiO2 for the eH calculation.  The 
body of OptYAeH_Dual follows the same format of OptYAeH and essentially becomes 
two programs in one, where all of the previous functions are now designated as _1 or _2.   
The most significant change to OptYAeH comes in the way the optimization 
algorithm takes steps to improve the parameters.  Though other approaches can be considered 
in the future, we take a simple average of the RMSDs of the two compounds to dictate the 







4.01 Cadmium selenide 
CdSe is generally used in solar cells in tandem with other materials, such as TiO2, as 
either quantum dots or nanotubes. [26,27] CdSe has an experimentally determined band gap 
of 1.732 eV [26], and the geometry can be tuned to improve its quantum efficiency. [27]  For 
the remainder of this section, our results focus on the wurtzite geometry of CdSe, seen in 
Figure 9. 
 






Figure 10: CdSe band diagram with default eH elemental parameters.  DFT bands are red and 
eH bands are blue. 
Default extended Hückel parameters predict a band gap of 14.92 eV, compared to the 
experimental value of 1.732 eV and a DFT band gap of 1.54 eV.  While some of the general 
characteristics of the band structure are captured (Figure 10) the large discrepancy in band 
gap, and not surprisingly high RMSD of 5.12 eV prevent these default parameters from being 
quantitatively predictive.  When the parameters of the valence s and p orbitals of Cd and Se 
are calibrated, the match improves significantly.  The band gap decreases to 2.02 eV and the 
RMSD decreases to 0.106 eV, seen in Figure 121.  The conduction band sees the greatest 
improvement from 1.32 eV with the default parameters to 0.20 eV with the optimized 
parameters and now picks up more of the DFT band character, but is largely responsible for 




Figure 11: CdSe band diagram with calibrated Cd and Se s and p parameters.  DFT bands are 
red and eH bands are blue. 
 
Inspection of the orbital contributions in the DFT output file for CdSe shows Se 4p 
orbitals dominating the valence band and Cd 5s orbital dominating the conduction band.  But 
small contributions of Se and Cd d are also seen in the conduction band, with Se being more 
prominent.  As Cerda et al [12] found success with the inclusion of d orbitals in their 
calibrations, we chose to provide even more freedom in the input parameters by also 
calibrating CdSe while including d valence orbitals in Cd, Se, and both. Surprisingly, the 
match between eH and DFT band structures is not nearly as close when Cd d orbitals are 
included (Figure 12) as it is when Se d orbitals are included (Figure 13). 
The inclusion of Se d orbital produces an RMSD of 0.031 eV and a band gap of 1.66 
eV, a difference of only 0.072 eV from the experimental and 0.12 eV from the DFT band 
gaps.  The RMSD error in the conduction bands is 0.040 eV and 0.028 eV in the valence 
bands.  The impact of optimizing the compound with a Cd 4d orbital has the opposite effect 
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and increases the RMSD to 0.29 eV while yielding a comparable experimental band gap 
error of 0.062 eV but a more than doubled band gap error (0.26 eV) when compared to the 
DFT band gap.  Both conduction and valence bands averaged a similar RMSDs (around 3/10 
of an eV), in contrast to the calibration of only s and p orbitals, for which the error is 
primarily in the conduction band. 
 
Figure 12: CdSe band diagram, in which Cd includes valence s, p, and d orbitals, while Se 





Figure 13: CdSe band diagram, in which Cd includes valence s and p orbitals, while Se 
includes valence s, p, and d orbitals. DFT bands are red and eH bands are blue. 
The final calibrated parameters and RMSD for each case are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1: Default and calibrated Cd and Se parameters.  CdSe (1) s and p orbitals only; CdSe 
(2) Cd with d orbitals, Se s and p orbitals; CdSe (3) Cd with s and p orbitals, Se with d 
orbitals; CdSe (4) Cd and Se with d orbitals.  RMSDs are reported in eV. 
 
To allow our calibrated eH parameters more freedom to match the DFT band 
structure of CdSe, we allow the Wolfsberg-Helmholtz constant K to vary from its traditional 
value of 1.75. We find that, while the value of K generally does not stray far from 1.75, 
 ζs IPs ζp IPp ζ1d IPd C1 ζ2d C2 RMSD 
Def. Cd 1.64 -11.8 1.6 -8.2      0.957 
Def. Se 2.44 -20.5 2.07 -14.4       
Cd 1 3.027 -12.090 2.792 -7.921      0.106 
Se 1 2.254 -20.462 1.740 -12.783       
Cd 2 1.701 -11.253 1.314 -9.054 3.161 -12.919 -0.840 2.031 1.280 0.286 
Se 2 2.876 -21.762 2.743 -15.672       
Cd 3 1.879 -15.391 1.449 -10.537      0.0314 
Se 3 3.246 -20.138 2.189 -14.690 2.937 -6.082 0.784 1.229 1.425  
Cd 4 1.354 -14.955 2.368 -8.945 5.215 -14.789 -0.344 2.049 1.35 0.211 
Se 4  2.652 -23.198 1.174 -11.062 1.579 -9.536 -0.554 1.201 0.685  
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K=1.761 achieves the lowest RMSD, allowing it to vary can improve RMSD. The best 
RMSD we have achieved for CdSe is 0.0307 eV (Figure 14), for the case in which Se atoms 
have valence d orbitals and K is allowed to vary and converged to a value of 1.761. The 
calibrated parameter and K values are given in Table 2. 
 
 
Figure 14: CdSe band diagram, in which Cd includes valence s and p orbitals, Se includes 
valence s, p, and d orbitals, and K is allowed to vary. DFT bands are red and eH bands are 
blue. 
The net effect of changing K and including a Cd d orbital is a decrease inperformance 
at the band gap.  When K is optimized the band gap increases from 1.80 eV to 2.66 eV. The 
addition of Se d orbitals and a variable K generates less than a 0.01eV increase in the band 
gap, compared to the default K.  What isn’t readily apparent from our presented results is the 
amount of time needed to optimize the eH parameters.  Beginning with the default 
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parameters and K held at 1.75 it took 8 hours to reach an RMSD of 0.042 eV.  The addition 
of a K optimization, while requiring additional iterations, took only about 6 hours.    
Table 2: Default and calibrated Cd and Se parameters.  CdSe(5) with s and p orbitals only; 
CdSe(6) Cd with d orbitals, Se with s and p orbitals; CdSe(7) Cd with s and p orbitals, Se 
with d orbitals; CdSe(8) Cd and Se with d orbitals. RMSDs are reported in eV. 
 ζs IPs ζp IPp ζ1d IPd C1 ζ2d C2 K RMSD 
Def. Cd 1.64 -11.8 1.6 -8.2      1.75 0.957 
Def. Se 2.44 -20.5 2.07 -14.4        
Cd 5 2.976 -12.252 2.766 -7.955      1.705 0.105 
Se 5 2.246 -20.559 1.731 -12.894        
Cd 6 2.451 -13.766 2.713 -8.162 5.454 -12.717 1.759 1.772 2.288 1.669 0.235 
Se 6 2.185 -21.350 0.934 -14.676        
Cd 7 1.904 -15.310 1.458 -10.490      1.761 0.0307 
Se 7 3.259 -20.153 2.200 -14.608 3.101 -6.191 1.439 1.185 1.727   
Cd 8 1.916 -12.997 1.226 -8.301 4.368 -18.768 0.890 2.708 0.947 1.759 0.0425 
Se 8  3.393 -20.021 2.116 -14.624 4.643 -6.269 1.058 1.221 1.286   
 
4.02 Strontium titanate 
Perovskite structures have a chemical formula of ABX3, where A and B are positively 
charge cations and X is a negatively charged anion.  Among other applications, perovskite 
semiconductors have attracted recent interest as alternatives to traditional silicon photovoltaic 




Figure 15: SrTiO3 structure: Sr, green atoms; Ti, blue atoms; and O, red atoms. 
 
SrTiO3 (Figure 15) , one of the many compounds that adopts the perovskite structure, 
is of particular interest as a photocatalyst for water splitting with a reported quantum 
efficiency of 30%. [29]  SrTiO3 has an experimentally determined band gap of 3.25 eV [30] 
and a calculated DFT band gap of 3.41 eV.  Our DFT calculations shows oxygen’s 2p 
electrons are dominant in the valence band and titanium’s 3d orbitals are dominant in the 
conduction band, which is consistent with a traditional view.  
As was the case for CdSe, default extended Hückel elemental parameters for SrTiO3 
are a poor match with the DFT band structure.  The default parameters predict a band gap of 
4.77 eV and 1.36 eV larger than the DFT band gap (Figure 16).  The RMSD of this fit is 





Figure 16: SrTiO3 band diagram with default elemental parameters.  DFT bands are red and 
eH bands are blue. 
 
When the parameter set in which only Ti has valence d orbitals (as in the YAeHMOP 
default parameters) is calibrated, the match improves significantly (Figure 17). The RMSD is 
reduced to 0.134 eV and the band gap becomes 3.74 eV.  While this is an improvement, it 




Figure 17: SrTiO3 band diagram with eH elemental parameters such that only Ti has valence 
d orbitals.  DFT bands are red and eH bands are blue. 
 
While the conduction bands of SrTiO3 have primarily Ti d character, there is evidence 
that Sr d orbitals also participate in these bands.  Using crystal field splitting theory and 
experimental results, Guerlin et al argued that Sr 4d orbitals contribute to the conduction 
band edge. [31]  Our DFT results also show small Sr d orbital contributions to the conduction 
band.  In our work, when Sr atoms are given valence d orbitals, the match between DFT 
bands and eH bands improves significantly.  The addition of Sr d orbitals improves the 
valence bands performance from an RMSD of 0.145 (optimized without Sr d orbitals) to an 
RMSD of 0.0695 eV, an improvement visible to the eye in Figure 18. This is somewhat 
surprising, as Sr d orbitals are not generally seen as playing a significant role in either the 





Table 3: Default and calibrated Sr, Ti and O parameters.  SrTiO3 (1) Sr with s and p orbitals 
only; SrTiO3 (2) Sr with d orbitals. SrTiO3 (3) Sr with s and p and K is allowed to vary; 
SrTiO3 (4) Sr with d orbitals and K is allowed to vary.  RMSDs are reported in eV. 
 ζs IPs ζp IPp ζ1d IPd C1 ζ2d C2 K RMSD 
Def. 
Sr 
1.214 -6.62 1.214 -3.92      1.75 1.005 
Def. 
Ti 
1.075 -8.97 1.075 -5.44 4.55 -10.81 0.4206 1.4 0.7839   
Def. O 2.275 -32.3 2.275 -14.8        
Sr 1 0.649 -24.539 0.714 -20.543      1.75 0.134 
Ti 1 1.135 -24.299 5.128 -16.933 3.185 -19.776 -1.674 2.964 1.792   
O 1 2.419 -51.223 1.898 -25.196        
Sr 2 1.574 -12.045 1.434 -2.612 4.773 -12.251 2.101 1.321 3.153 1.75 0.066 
Ti 2 1.666 -13.044 1.903 -3.514 3.163 -20.559 -1.221 2.907 1.320   
O 2 2.746 -35.877 1.929 -25.635        
Sr 3 1.932 -7.526 2.543 -2.717      2.00 0.109 
Ti 3 3.018 -8.896 0.687 -4.801 3.828 -14.037 -1.291 2.598 1.760   
O 3 2.653 -32.278 1.925 -19.240        
Sr 4 1.415 -8.904 1.564 -2.364 4.500 -9.450 2.524 1.378 2.404 2.06 0.050 
Ti 4 1.672 -8.340 1.964 -2.256 3.225 -14.668 -0.987 2.856 1.139   
O 4 3.023 -32.736 1.999 -19.664        
 
 
Figure 18: SrTiO3 band diagram with eH elemental parameters optimized, including Sr 
valence 4d orbitals.  DFT bands are red and eH bands are blue. 
 
When K is allowed to vary, the calibrated RMSD for SrTiO3 (in the case where Sr has 
valence d orbitals) becomes 0.0501 eV.  The change of K coupled with the inclusion of Sr 
valence d orbitals improves the performance in both valence and conduction bands.  The 
band gap increases slightly from 3.42 to 3.47 eV, still in close agreement with DFT.  This 
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result, our best calibration of the SrTiO3 eH parameters to DFT to date, is shown in Figure 
19. 
 
Figure 19: SrTiO3 band diagram with eH elemental parameters optimized and K allowed to 
vary, including Sr valence 4d orbitals.  DFT bands are red and eH bands are blue. 
 
4.03 Titanium dioxide  
 
The rutile phase of TiO2 has a tetragonal structure (Figure 20), an approximate 
experimental band gap of 3.05 eV [32] and a calculated DFT band gap of 3.10 eV. Typically, 
rutile is used as a charge carrier in dye sensitized solar cells in conjunction with better photon 
harvesting compounds. [33]  As was the case with SrTiO3, O 2p orbitals dominate the 




Figure 20: Rutile structure of TiO2.  Blue atoms are Ti and red atoms are O. 
 
The default eH elemental parameters yield an RMSD of 0.849 eV between eH and 
DFT band structures, and a band gap of 4.48 eV.  This comparison is shown in Figure 21.  





Figure 21:   TiO2 band diagram with default eH elemental parameters.  DFT bands are red 
and eH bands are blue. 
Of the three compounds we have considered, TiO2 has thus far proven the most 
challenging to calibrate. With or without allowing K to vary, RMSDs are approximately 0.1 
eV. There was a 0.01 eV improvement in band gap error compared to DFT and a 0.003 eV 
improvement in the RMSD.  The changes were minimal enough to render visual differences 
in graphs nearly imperceptible. Final parameters and RMSDs are shown in Table 4. 
 
Figure 22: TiO2 band diagram with eH elemental parameters optimized.  DFT bands are red 
and eH bands are blue. 
Table 4: TiO2 (rutile) default and calibrated Ti and O parameters.  TiO2 (1) with elemental 
parameters calibrated; TiO2 (2) with elemental parameters calibrated and K allowed to vary.  
RMSDs are reported in eV. 
 ζs IPs ζp IPp ζ1d IPd C1 ζ2d C2 K RMSD 
Def. Ti 1.075 -8.97 1.075 -5.44 4.55 -10.81 0.4206 1.4 0.7839 1.75 0.849 
Def. O 2.275 -32.3 2.275 -14.8        
Ti 1 1.548 -21.607 3.001 -16.256 1.822 -29.513 3.744 2.919 6.673 1.75 0.110 
O 1 3.521 -63.328 2.047 -34.017        
Ti 2 1.607 -20.055 3.273 -19.394 1.847 -30.359 4.038 2.893 7.219 1.829 0.107 




4.04 Dual optimization, SrTiO3 and TiO2 
Because SrTiO3 and TiO2 share elements, we have begun to explore the extent to 
which a single set of parameters can simultaneously optimize the eH band structures of both 
compounds. All parameters are taken from optimizations where K=1.75. Sr parameters were 
from the SrTiO3 optimization which included Sr d orbitals.  Ti and O parameters were taken 
from the TiO2 optimization. The calibrated parameters from our initial attempt at this are 
given in Table 5. As with our previous results, parameters are calibrated both with K=1.75 
and with K allowed to vary. 
Table 5: Sr, Ti and O elemental parameter values from dual optimization. (1) SrTiO3 RMSD, 
0.125 eV, TiO2 RMSD 0.126 eV.   (2) SrTiO3 RMSD, 0.074 eV, TiO2 RMSD 0.148 eV. 
 ζs IPs ζp IPp ζ1d IPd C1 ζ2d C2 K 
Def. Sr 1.214 -6.62 1.214 -3.92      1.75 
Def. Ti 1.075 -8.97 1.075 -5.44 4.55 -10.81 0.4206 1.4 0.7839  
Def. O 2.275 -32.3 2.275 -14.8       
Sr 1 1.564 -12.052 1.456 -2.617 4.779 -12.270 2.062 1.287 3.178 1.75 
Ti 1 1.341 -21.604 3.093 -16.247 1.829 -29.421 3.731 3.005 6.681  
O 1 3.475 -63.328 2.038 -34.168       
Sr 2 1.527 -12.049 1.504 -2.633 4.780 -12.272 2.052 1.433 3.185 1.79 
Ti 2 1.537 -13.038 1.937 -3.516 3.179 -20.662 -0.710 2.814 0.862  
O 2 2.807 -35.879 1.934 -25.727       
 
Using K=1.75 yields larger RMSDs than the individual optimizations of SrTiO3 and 
TiO2, as they represent a compromise that works reasonably well for both compounds. After 
this dual optimization, the RMSDs of SrTiO3 and TiO2 are 0.125 and 0.126 eV, respectively 




Figure 23: SrTiO3 band diagram, K=1.75.  DFT bands are red and eH bands are blue. 
 
Figure 24: TiO2 band diagram, K=1.75.  DFT bands are red and eH bands are blue. 
Allowing K to change improves the RMSD of SrTiO3 to 0.074 eV while making the 




Figure 25: SrTiO3 band diagram after a simultaneous calibration of SrTiO3 and TiO2, 
K=1.79.  DFT bands are red and eH bands are blue. 
 
 
Figure 26: TiO2 band diagram after a simultaneous calibration of SrTiO3 and TiO2, K=1.79.  






We have written computer programs to calibrate extended Hückel elemental parameters 
to density functional theory band structures. We have demonstrated promising results for 
three prototypical semiconductors of interest in solar energy conversion: CdSe, SrTiO3, and 
TiO2. After parameter calibration, RMSD and band gap differences between eH and DFT 
calculations are generally reduced to approximately one tenth of an eV or less, accurate 
enough to potentially serve as a useful screening tool. After this proof of principle, we can 
proceed to calibrate robust parameter sets for broader collections of compounds. These 
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from datetime import timedelta 
start_time=time.monotonic() 




while i>0:  






for i in yae_list[:]: 
 while yae_list[total-1] not in periodic_table_dict: 
  yae_list[total-1]=input("Your element symbol " + 
yae_list[total-1] +" does not appear to be in the periodic 





if 'Cr' in yae_list: 
 print('YaeHmop has two separate parameters for the 3d 
orbital of Cr.  We have selected what we think is the most 
appropriate for our use, this may not be the case for you.  
Please refer to the YaeHmop EHT parameter file for more 
details.') 
 
if 'Ce' in yae_list:  
 print('YaeHmop has two separate parameters for the 5d 
orbital of Ce.  We have selected what we think is the most 
appropriate for our use, this may not be the case for you.  





while z>0:  
 yae_list[z-1]=yae_atom_parms_dic[yae_list[z-1]] 
 while yae_list[z-1][4]==0 and choose_another!='n': 
  print('YaeHmop does not have any parameters for your 
element '+yae_list[z-1][0]+' ,you need to enter your own.') 
  choose_another=input('Would you like to choose a 
similar element for its parameters? (y for yes n for no) ') 
  if choose_another=='y': 
   yae_list[z-1]=input("Enter the element\'s 
symbol ").title() 
















 def change_parameters_s(): 




  yae_list[x][4]=float(input('Enter Nzeta (s) ')) 
  yae_list[x][5]=float(input('Enter ionization 
potential (s) ')) 
  return yae_list 
 ⁞  
 def change_parameters_f(): 
  change_parameters_s_p() 
  change_parameters_d() 
  yae_list[x][15]=int(input('Enter quantum number (f) 
'))  
  yae_list[x][16]=float(input('Enter Nzeta-1 (f) ')) 
  yae_list[x][17]=float(input('Enter ionization 
potential (f) ')) 
  yae_list[x][18]=float(input('Enter C1 (f) '))  
  yae_list[x][19]=float(input('Enter Nzeta-2 (f) ')) 
  yae_list[x][20]=float(input('Enter C2 (f) ')) 
  return yae_list 
 change_parm=input("Would you like to make changes to 
"+yae_list[x][0]+" ? (U (use) E (enter my own)?) ") 
 change_parm=change_parm.upper()  
 z=z-1  
 if change_parm=='E': 
  if len(yae_list[x])==6: 
   change_parameters_s() 
  if len(yae_list[x])==9: 
   change_parameters_s_p() 
  if len(yae_list[x])==15: 
   do_you_want_d=input("Do you wish to include the 
d orbital? (y for yes n for no) ") 
   ⁞ 
  if do_you_want_d=='y' and do_you_want_f=='y': 
   
    change_parameters_f() 
   if do_you_want_d=='y': 
    del yae_list[x][15:21] 
    change_parameters_d() 
   else: 
    del yae_list[x][9:21] 
    change_parameters_s_p() 
 x=x+1 
 
print("These are your final parameters " ) 
print(yae_list) 
import os 







yae_low=input('What is your YaeHmop low band energy number?  
') 
yae_high=input('What is your YaeHmop high band energy number?  
') 
vasp_low=input('What is your VASP low band energy number?  ') 
vasp_high=input('What is your VASP high band energy number?  
') 
f=open( contcar_name,"r")   
lines=f.readlines() 
contcar=[] 







 for num,line in enumerate(file_find,0): 
  if find in line: 
   direct=int(num) 
file_find.close()    
title=contcar[0] 
eht='eht' 
bind='bind'   
parameters=yae_list 
vasp_band_diff=(int(vasp_high)-int(vasp_low)+1)  
ibz=open( ibz_name,"r")   
lines=ibz.readlines() 
ibzkpt=[] 














 global lines 
 global direct 
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 global ibzkpt 
 global the_new_constant 
 global number 
 File.write(lines[0])  
 File.write('\n' 'Geometry Crystallographic' '\n')  
 num_atoms=len(contcar[direct-2])   
 num_of_elem=contcar[direct-1]  
 n=0 
 
 while n<num_atoms:        
  num_of_elem[n]=int(num_of_elem[n]) 
  n=n+1 
 total_num_real_atoms=sum(num_of_elem) 
 total_atoms=sum(num_of_elem)+3  




 while x<total_atoms: 
  vectors.append('vector_'+str(x+1)) 







 while n<len(num_of_each): 
  num_of_each[n]=int(num_of_each[n]) 






 while x<z: 
  symbol.append('symbol__'+str(x+1)) 





 while t<len(contcar[direct-2]): 
  if num_of_each[t]==1: 
   symbol[r]='*' 
   r=r+1 
  if num_of_each[t]>1: 
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   if n==1: 
    symbol[r]='*' 
    n=n+1 
    r=r+1 
   while n<int(num_of_each[t]) or 
n==int(num_of_each[t]):  
    symbol[r]=contcar[direct-2][t] 
    r=r+1 
    n=n+1 
     
  t=t+1 





 while x<z: 
  vectors[x]=contcar[direct+q] 
  y=0 
  while y<num_atoms: 
   vectors[x][y]=float(vectors[x][y]) 
   vectors[x][y]=round(vectors[x][y],5) 





  g=g+1 
  x=x+1 
  h=h+1 






















  x=x+1 
  g=g+1 
  h=h+1 




 x=0 #for iterating through my list index starting at 0 
 t=len(yae_list[x]) 
 g=0 #to pull out each parameter for writing to yaehmop 
 while x<z: 
  t=len(yae_list[x]) 
  while g<t: 
   File.write(str(parameters[x][g])+ " ") 
   g=g+1 
  File.write('\n') 
  g=0 










 while x<z:  
  int(how_many_each[x]) 





 while x<(direct-2): 
  xyz_list.append('xyz_'+str(q)) 
  x=x+1 




 while q<num_points: 
  xyz_list[q]=contcar[x] 
  q=q+1 
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 while n<num_points: 
  while p<3:   
   xyz_list[n][p]=float(xyz_list[n][p]) 
   p=p+1 
  p=0 




 while x<(direct-2): 
  coord_list.append('coord_'+str(q)) 
  x=x+1 




 while q<num_coods: 
  coord_list[q]=scale*np.linalg.norm(xyz_list[q]) 
  q=q+1 
   
 x=0 
 while x<num_coods: 
  File.write(str(int((20/(coord_list[x]))+1))+" ") 





 while x<3: 
  File.write(str(total_num_real_atoms)+" 
"+str(total_num_real_atoms+y)+'\n') 
  y=y+1 
  x=x+1 
  
 File.write('\n'+'Crystal Spec' +'\n') 
 x=0 
 while x<num_coods: 
  File.write(str(coord_list[x])+" ") 












  x=x-1 
  y=y+2 
 theta_list.append((180/math.pi)*math.acos((np.dot(xyz_lis
t[x],xyz_list[x+1]))/(coord_list[x]*coord_list[x+1]))) 
 while x<num_coods: 
  File.write(str(theta_list[x])+" ") 





 ibz=open( ibz_name,"r")   
 lines=ibz.readlines() 
 ibzkpt=[] 
 for line in lines: 
  s=str.split(line) 





 while x<number: 
  kpoint.append(ibzkpt[3+x])  




 while x<number: 
  File.write(str(y)+" "+str(kpoint[x][0])+" 
"+str(kpoint[x][1])+" "+str(kpoint[x][2])+'\n') 
  x=x+1 






 while x<z: 
  electrons.append(yae_list[x][2]) 
  int(electrons[x]) 
  electrons[x]=electrons[x]*how_many_each[x] 
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 return ibzkpt 
 return number 
import copy 




 global lines 
 global direct 
 global number 
 File.write(lines[0])  
 File.write('\n' 'Geometry Crystallographic' '\n')  
 num_atoms=len(contcar[direct-2])   
 num_of_elem=contcar[direct-1]  
 n=0 
 while n<num_atoms:        
  num_of_elem[n]=int(num_of_elem[n]) 
  n=n+1 
 total_num_real_atoms=sum(num_of_elem) 
 total_atoms=sum(num_of_elem)+3  




 while x<total_atoms: 
  vectors.append('vector_'+str(x+1)) 







 while n<len(num_of_each): 
  num_of_each[n]=int(num_of_each[n]) 






 while x<z: 
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  symbol.append('symbol__'+str(x+1)) 





 while t<len(contcar[direct-2]): 
  if num_of_each[t]==1: 
   symbol[r]='*' 
   r=r+1 
  if num_of_each[t]>1: 
   if n==1: 
    symbol[r]='*' 
    n=n+1 
    r=r+1 
   while n<int(num_of_each[t]) or 
n==int(num_of_each[t]):  
    symbol[r]=contcar[direct-2][t] 
    r=r+1 
    n=n+1 
     
  t=t+1 
  n=1 





 while x<z: 
  vectors[x]=contcar[direct+q] 
  y=0 
  while y<num_atoms: 
   vectors[x][y]=float(vectors[x][y]) 
   vectors[x][y]=round(vectors[x][y],5) 




  g=g+1 
  x=x+1 
  h=h+1 






















  x=x+1 
  g=g+1 




 x=0 #for iterating through my list index starting at 0 
 t=len(yae_list[x]) 
 g=0 #to pull out each parameter for writing to yaehmop 
 while x<z: 
  t=len(yae_list[x]) 
  while g<t: 
   File.write(str(parameters[x][g])+ " ") 
   g=g+1 
  File.write('\n') 
  g=0 









 while x<z:  
  int(how_many_each[x]) 





 while x<(direct-2): 
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  xyz_list.append('xyz_'+str(q)) 
  x=x+1 




 while q<num_points: 
  xyz_list[q]=contcar[x] 
  q=q+1 





 while n<num_points: 
  while p<3:   
   xyz_list[n][p]=float(xyz_list[n][p]) 
   p=p+1 
  p=0 





 while x<(direct-2): 
  coord_list.append('coord_'+str(q)) 
  x=x+1 




 while q<num_coods: 
  coord_list[q]=scale*np.linalg.norm(xyz_list[q]) 
  q=q+1 
   
  
 x=0 
 while x<num_coods: 
  File.write(str(int((20/(coord_list[x]))+1))+" ") 





 while x<3: 




  y=y+1 
  x=x+1 
  
 File.write('\n'+'Crystal Spec' +'\n') 
 x=0 
 while x<num_coods: 
  File.write(str(coord_list[x])+" ") 










  x=x-1 
  y=y+2 
 theta_list.append((180/math.pi)*math.acos((np.dot(xyz_lis
t[x],xyz_list[x+1]))/(coord_list[x]*coord_list[x+1]))) 
 while x<num_coods: 
  File.write(str(theta_list[x])+" ") 





 ibz=open( ibz_name,"r")   
 lines=ibz.readlines() 
 ibzkpt=[] 
 for line in lines: 
  s=str.split(line) 





 while x<number: 
  kpoint.append(ibzkpt[3+x])  




 while x<number: 
   
  x=x+1 
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 while x<z: 
  electrons.append(yae_list[x][2]) 
  int(electrons[x]) 
  electrons[x]=electrons[x]*how_many_each[x] 





 File.write(str('\n'+'K points'+'\n')) 
 File.write(str('\n'+str(ibzkpt[1][0])+'\n')) 
 while x<int(ibzkpt[1][0]): 
  while y<4: 
   File.write(str(kpoint[x][y])+" ") 
   y=y+1 
  File.write('\n') 
  y=0   
  x=x+1 
 File.write('\n'+'Bands'+'\n') 
 File.write('\n'+'32'+'\n'+'7'+'\n'+'Z 0.0 0.0 
.125'+'\n'+'Gamma 0.0 0.0 0.0'+'\n'+'X 0.5 0.0 0.25'+'\n'+'P 
0.5 0.5 0.5'+'\n'+'Gamma 0.0 0.0 0.0'+'\n') 





 return ibzkpt 
 return number 
 
def run_yae(): 
 import sys 
 import subprocess 
 import os 





 import sys 
 import subprocess 
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 import os 

























with open('OUTCAR') as outcar:  
 for num, line in enumerate(outcar,0): 
  if lookup in line: 





 while z<vasp_band_diff: 
  table[x].append(line_number[x]+y) 
  z=z+1 













ibz=open('IBZKPT',"r")   
lines=ibz.readlines() 
ibzkpt=[] 





















while x<int(ibzkpt[1][0]):  
 while z<vasp_band_diff: 
  vasp_k_energy[x][z]=float(vasp_band_energy[x][z][1]) 






















 while y<vasp_band_diff: 
  vasp_k_energy[x][y]=vasp_k_energy[x][y]*weight[x] 
























while g<int(ibzkpt[1][0]):  
 while v<vasp_band_diff: 
  vasp_k_bands[g][v]=((vasp_k_energy[g][v]/weight[g])-
avg) 














 global x_val 
 global vasp_k_bands 
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 global eht_k_bands 
 global count 
 global number 
 import numpy as np 
  









 while x<num_xs: 
  x_val.append(y) 
  y=y+1 
  x=x+1 
 y_1=copy.deepcopy(vasp_k_bands) 
 y_2=copy.deepcopy(eht_k_bands) 







 plt.setp(lines, color='r', linewidth=1.0) 











   
 y_1=copy.deepcopy(vasp_k_bands) 
 y_2=copy.deepcopy(eht_k_bands) 










 plt.setp(lines, color='r', linewidth=1.0) 
 plt.setp(lines_2, color='b', linewidth=1.0) 
 plt.xlim([1,number]) 
 #plt.ylim([-2,-1.5]) 














 global avg_eht 
 global avg_yae 
 global eht_k_energy 
 global wt_avg 
 global eht_k_bands 
 global eht_band 
 global weight 
 global eht_table 
 global ibzkpt 




 eht_out_new=open('eht.band',"r")   
 eht_read_new=eht_out_new.readlines() 
  
 for line in eht_read_new: 
  bands=str.split(line) 
  eht_band.append(bands) 
 x=0 
 z=0 
 ibz=open('IBZKPT',"r")   
 lines=ibz.readlines()  
 ibzkpt=[] 
 ⁞ 
 return rmsd 
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 return rmsd_array 
 
def new_rmsd(): 
 global wt_sum 
 global ibzkpt 
 global weight 
 global sqd_diff 
 global sum_sqd_diff 
 global rmsd 
 global wt_avg  
 global rmsd_array 
 global vasp_k_bands 
 global eht_k_bands 





 while x<int(ibzkpt[1][0]): 
  while z<vasp_band_diff: 
   sqd_diff[x][z]=(((eht_k_bands[x][z]-
vasp_k_bands[x][z]))**2)*weight[x] 
   z=z+1 
  z=0 
  x=x+1 
 x=0  
 while x<int(ibzkpt[1][0]): 
  sum_sqd_diff[x]=sum(sqd_diff[x][:]) 































from operator import itemgetter 
h=.001 
def getKey(item): 

















with open('eht.band') as eht_out:  
 for num, line in enumerate(eht_read,0): 
  if find in line: 





 while z<vasp_band_diff: 
  eht_table[x].append(eht_line_number[x]+y) 
  z=z+1 













 global yae_list 
 global x_not 
 global change_parms_solo 
 change_parms_solo=copy.deepcopy(yae_list) 
 global step_size 
 global next_rmsd 
 global final_parms 
 global avg_vasp 
 global x_2plus 
 global x_2minus 
 global rmsd 
 global y 
 global x_prmsd 
 global x_mrmsd 
 global h 
 global the_constant 







 while z<len(yae_list):  
  if len(yae_list[z])==9: 
   while b<10: 
   
 change_parms_solo[z][b]=round(yae_list[z][b]+h,6) 
    write_eht(change_parms_solo) 
    run_yae() 
    yae_band_energy() 
    new_rmsd() 
    x_plus=next_rmsd 
    change_parms_solo[z][b]=yae_list[z][b] 
   
 change_parms_solo[z][b]=round(yae_list[z][b]-h,6) 
    write_eht(change_parms_solo) 
    run_yae() 
    yae_band_energy() 
    new_rmsd() 
    x_minus=next_rmsd 
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 change_parms_solo[z][b]=round(yae_list[z][b]+2*h,6) 
    write_eht(change_parms_solo) 
    run_yae() 
    yae_band_energy() 
    new_rmsd() 
    x_2plus=next_rmsd 
    change_parms_solo[z][b]=yae_list[z][b] 
   
 change_parms_solo[z][b]=round(yae_list[z][b]-2*h,6) 
    write_eht(change_parms_solo) 
    run_yae() 
    yae_band_energy() 
    new_rmsd() 
    x_2minus=next_rmsd 
    g_k_xp=x_plus 
    g_k_xm=x_minus 
 
    change_parms_solo[z][b]=yae_list[z][b] 
    y=(((2*x_plus+x_2plus)/2)-
((2*x_minus+x_2minus)/2)) 
      
    final_parms[z][b]=round(yae_list[z][b]-
m*y,6) 
    write_eht(final_parms) 
    run_yae() 
    yae_band_energy() 
    new_rmsd() 
    if next_rmsd>rmsd:  
     calc_step=round(((x_plus-x_minus)),6) 
    
 final_parms[z][b]=round(yae_list[z][b]-m*calc_step,6) 
     write_eht(final_parms) 
     run_yae() 
     yae_band_energy() 
     new_rmsd() 
     check=next_rmsd 
     if x_plus<rmsd and check>rmsd: 
     
 final_parms[z][b]=round(yae_list[z][b]+m*h,6) 
      write_eht(final_parms) 
      run_yae() 
      yae_band_energy() 
      new_rmsd() 




     
 final_parms[z][b]=round(yae_list[z][b]-m*h,6) 
      write_eht(final_parms) 
      run_yae() 
      yae_band_energy() 
      new_rmsd() 
      
      
    if next_rmsd>rmsd: # if nothing looks good 
we allow the parameter to remain unchanged 
      final_parms[z][b]=yae_list[z][b] 
      write_eht(final_parms) 
      run_yae() 
      yae_band_energy() 
      new_rmsd() 
   
 tracking_the_changes.write('\n'+str(change_parms_solo)+'\
n'+str(final_parms)+'\n'+'\n'+str('rmsd  ')+ 
str(rmsd)+'\n'+str('new rmsd  ')+str(next_rmsd)+'\n'+'average 
eht  '+str(avg_eht)+'\n'+'avg vasp  '+str(avg)+'\n') 
    b=b+3 
  b=4 





 return final_parms 
 return yae_list 
 return rmsd 
 return the_constant 
 return the_new_constant 
 return the_constant_list 
 
def change_k_standard_opt(): 
 global yae_list 
 global x_not 
 global x_array 
 global change_parms_solo 
 global step_size 
 global x_array 
 global next_rmsd 
 global final_parms 
 global avg_vasp 
 global x_2plus 
 global x_2minus 




 global x_prmsd 
 global x_mrmsd 
 global h 
 global the_constant_list 
 global the_new_constant 































 tracking_the_changes.write('\n'+str('the new constant for 
center diff  ')+'\n'+str(the_new_constant)+'\n'+'\n'+str('rmsd  
')+ str(rmsd)+'\n'+str('new rmsd  ')+str(next_rmsd)+'\n') 
 the_constant=the_new_constant 
 return the_constant 











 while q<10: 
  changing_parms() 
   
  h=h*1.35 
  q=q+1 






 while q<10: 
  changing_parms() 
   
  h=h*1.35 
  q=q+1 





 while q<10: 
  changing_parms() 
   
  h=h*1.35 
  q=q+1 
  t=t+1 
 q=0 
 h=.01 
 m=1  
 
end_time=time.monotonic() 
tracking_the_changes.write('\n'+str(timedelta(seconds=end_time
-start_time))) 
print(timedelta(seconds=end_time-start_time)) 
 
 
